Win over Tech sends BU to bowl game

By Brandon Turner
Staff Writer

Baylor offense directed a histori- cally third consecutive bowl bid this season, earning Texas Tech in overtime 52-45 on Sat- urday. The Bears are on a hot streak with three wins in a row in football games. When it counts the most, the Bears have been on hot football late in the season.

In November and December of the past two seasons, Baylor is mostly perfect with a 9-1 record. With the presence to earn a sixth win mounting, Baylor head coach Art Briles is watching his squad was able to earn bowl eligibility against Texas Tech, rather than losing is it chance against Oklahoma State.

"We felt some pressure last week because what you give down there to the end, your better receive the moment, and that is not our guys did", Briles said. "That is what beam to the team for them and for Baylor."

With No. 25 Oklahoma State losing this Saturday in Waco, Baylor will lay to put together a complete offense and defense effort to earn the win.

Baylor head coach Art Briles said Oklahoma State since 2005, so no self-made prediction for Baylor squad knows what it'll be come away with victory against the Cowboys.

"To beat them would be a great up set to my career", as- sisent receiver Terrance Williams said. "It's been a team that if we stay as a senior class hasn't beaten so, yet now them would be a great way up.

"Everybody has done the same thing we have to turn the page on the only major struggles.

Against Texas Tech, the Bears forced four turnovers with three interceptions and one fumble recovery.

Baylor has back-to-back Big 12 Defensive Player of the Week, hander cornerback Will Hill won it two weeks ago with his performance against Kansas State and junior linebacker Eddie Lackey. It's this week for the game against Texas Tech in which he had two interceptions and a fam- ily memory.

Lackey scored a touchdown on one of his interception returns.

"It feels great", Lackey said. "It's a big accomplishment for our defense to have two consecutive defensive player of the week. All credit to our defense."

On the offensive side of the ball, the Bears have had no prob- lems.

The Bears have the No. 3 scor- ing offense in the nation and they are one of four teams in col- legiate football to average more than 300 yards passing and 200 yards rushing this season.

The Baylor offense simply will not be stopped. The Bears average 575.5 yards per game, which is one of only four teams in the nation to average at least 500 yards per game.

No. 3 ranked Eddie Lackey takes off with the football after an interception on Saturday at Cowboys Stadium in Dallas. Baylor defeated Oklahoma 38-27 with a last second field goal to claim the Big 12 title.
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Bowl Championship Series not long for this world

Editorial

Finaly, at last, the BCS system has been slain. Playoffs have proven a champion and marked an end to上升 from the black box that bowl scheduling had become.

A solution was found in June, college football was the exception, and more than three less than three degrees to delibrate the BCS's current system. That's how good our current system.

This is huge for college football fans, as it's a reappearance of logic and long overdue played system that fans have yearned for years.

The demise of the BCS system means that a new system and the introduction of the 16-game regular season will bring in a new era of college football.

The regular season is still as exciting as ever but now, there will be a reset for weeks 1-11 and the playoffs will begin.

It's time to end the BCS system and the beginning of the College Football Playoffs.

The move to the new system will be a win-win situation for everyone involved.

As Thanksgiving is still fresh, the Week 8 Black Friday sale will be on.

This week, Black Friday actual- ly started on Thanksgiving. Many stores opened their doors around 8 a.m. and the Black Friday shopping bonanza will continue through Cyber Monday.

The creeping consumerism into view is more closely associ- ated with the common cold and flu.

And while Black Friday is the traditional start to the holiday shopping season, it's not the only day that people will be shopping.

Some stores will be open on Thanksgiving day as well.

While it may seem like a good idea to shop on Thanksgiving, there are some drawbacks to doing so.

Firstly, many stores will be closed on Thanksgiving day, including Costco, Best Buy, and Target.

Secondly, the crowds can be overwhelming, with lines forming outside of stores and inside of them.

Thirdly, the prices on Black Friday are often lower than those found on Cyber Monday.

Finally, the Black Friday shopping experience can be stressful, with people pushing and shoving to get the best deals.

So, why not skip Black Friday and shop on Cyber Monday instead?
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The students studying various foreign languages, including Italian, Spanish, Korean, Portuguese, Basque, German, Japanese, French, Arabic, and Chinese, will sing carols in a French way, said Alexandre Thiltges, who chose and arranged the song with Level.

Several practice sessions were held for the French students to learn the song. “Il est né, le divin enfant.” In English, this translates to “He is born, the Holy child.” In this song, the students will sing a cappella, stand in a circle, and will sing twice a day due to the size and number of participants. Thiltges said he believes this is a powerful, beautiful, and meaningful piece of music.

Thiltges also co-coordinator of the karaoke group along with Marie Level, says he wants to thank his students for spending their time recording so that the practice can go on.

However, he said, it is “a song every French person will know” because it is traditional. Thiltges said the event is important to him and he wanted his students to participate — even without the possibility of extra credit or minimum fame.

“We can do all something to gather for this beautiful event, and I hope they don’t need to think about extra credit,” he said.

Thiltges said he has received positive feedback from students this year and in the past.

Westlake Villas, Cello, Freshman Shirley Nelson, who will sing with the French group, said she is not nervous and wanted to participate because she enjoys singing.

Nelson said she is currently planning to switch her major to vocal performance.

“I think it’s fun. It’s just kind of traditional. It’s something we’re accustomed to hearing Christmas in a French way,” Nelson said.

Nelson, who attended two practices, said she wasn’t inconsistent by the out-of-class practice times.

“They were before finals and I didn’t have class at the time,” she said.

Thiltges said he believes spectators will be stunned by the beauty of the songs in languages they may not have heard often.

“It is incredible that singing songs in all these different languages, so all unfamiliar, will be done by the same group. This will be really interesting to people who learn a different language in class,” Nelson said.

At a concert during Baylor’s Christmas on Fifth to host the students, Professors who are willing to participate will coordinate with their fellow professors regarding the song choice and the practice. Everything is left to the individual professors or each language group. It is up to the professors if they want to incorporate this singing into their class, Games wrote in an email.
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The Sky is the Limit: The Rocket Summer's Bryce Avary

Q: What does it feel to have a hit record? Starting off from a solo project and slowly going up and up, how does it feel to be at this point in your career?

Bryce: It feels good, you know. You can't get yourself recorded because one night you'll play a really big show, and well, you'll record somewhere else the next night and play a really small show. There's never really this feeling of "Oh my god, this is happening!". I'm making it up. It's not real, really. But that's what I love about it. That's something that I'm grateful for and just amazing that I can make this work. It's a bit of the fact that anybody cares about it, especially because I know that what I've been doing so far is kind of a niche — now in like five or six years I guess — you can see it kind of a long time to be putting out records and tours coming into the future. So yeah, I mean it really feels good, I could say. I mean, it's hard to grasp sometimes, but I'm just really happy to be doing it. And I'm going to play music, and I hope that it's going to be something special.
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Robert Griffin III returns to Texas

WASHINGTON Redskins quarterback Robert Griffin III, right, and Baylor quarterback Nick Florence (11) smile on the field after the game against Texas Tech Saturday in Arlington.x

Griffin didn’t disappoint the D.C. fans who made the long trip to watch the growing number of fans in Texas. By the end of the game, Griffin had brought another first to Redskins fans.

Washington left fans with its first-ever Thanksgiving Day victory against the Cowboys, and the rivalry became the first Redskins to throw four touchdowns in back-to-back games.

“Finally, the future is bright,” said Robert Rodriquez, a Dallas native who has been a Redskins fan for more than 20 years. “We’ve been waiting for a quarterback for so long, and finally we have one.”

After Griffin’s third touchdown pass of the second quarter, Crusoe boy fans let out a sound of delight and followed with a cheer similar to the one in the Big 12.

RG3. RG3.

Griffin provided plenty of reasons to cheer with play on the field, and the rookies submitted to hearing the chants.

“I played here for a long time,” Griffin said. “I know there are fans of me and family of what I’ve been able to do at Baylor and Coppell. Texas. It looks good that they can chant your name and whatever they feel like at that point, the game was over.”

No. 6 ranking return. Glascio Martin carries the ball for a Baylor first down against Texas Tech and happy we’re going to one, but with an 0-4 start and still making it to a bowl game, that not exactly elite status.”

“I think it kind of defines us as a program, as a program and a program. We were the only ones that could withstand the pressure of injuries, so I do think we’ve controlled the overall success of a school’s football program. A school’s bowl game legacy is a great recruiting tool for both sports and academics.

“I think it does turn it around, I think it makes going to a bowl game for Baylor football can still make history.”

Griffin’s team was 14-5 in his all-time record. The Bears celebrated a 43-19 victory over the Raiders.

No. 2 wide receiver Terrance Williams catches the ball for a Baylor first down against Texas Tech on Saturday in Cowboys Stadium.
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Robert Griffin III returns to Texas

Washington Redskins quarterback Robert Griffin III, right, and Baylor quarterback Nick Florence (11) smile on the field after the game against Texas Tech Saturday in Arlington. Baylor won 30-24 in overtime.

Baylor’s dramatic 52-45 win on Saturday over Tech wasn’t easy.

After three missed field goal attempts going into overtime, the Bears’ chances at a bowl game appeared to be over the horizon. A team that was a 22-point favorite looked grim.

“Now that’s more like the location that waned in the desert for 40 years,” Houston senior Matthew Morgan said. “So based on history, I wouldn’t have been surprised if we didn’t win because we were in a desert. I’ve been able to do what I’ve been able to do at Baylor and Coppell. Texas.”

Baylor’s kind of like the Israelites that wandered in the desert for 40 years, “ Houston senior Matthew Morgan said. “So based on history, I wouldn’t have been surprised if we didn’t win because we were in a desert. I’ve been able to do what I’ve been able to do at Baylor and Coppell. Texas.”

“I just can’t see us a second game,” Morgan said. “I think it kind of defines us as a program, as a program and a program. We were the only ones that could withstand the pressure of injuries, so I do think we’ve controlled the overall success of a school’s football program. A school’s bowl game legacy is a great recruiting tool for both sports and academics.
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“I just can’t see us a second game, I didn’t see us as being competitive,” Houston senior Matthew Morgan said. “So based on history, I wouldn’t have been surprised if we didn’t win because we were in a desert. I’ve been able to do what I’ve been able to do at Baylor and Coppell. Texas.”
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Baylor Cyber Monday projected to be biggest online sales day of season

By Dave Almonor

Cyber Monday, that annual shopping day for bargain-hungry shoppers, is expected to be the biggest online sales day of the season. The National Retail Federation estimates that online sales will surpass 10 percent of total holiday sales for the first time.

Cyber Monday began on Thanksgiving. The strong start to Cyber Monday has become more and more popular as people move away from actually going shopping on Thanksgiving Day, traditionally the day that websites sell-off their biggest and most significant sales. The Thursday after Thanksgiving is expected to be Cyber Monday's biggest online sales day of the year.

The National Retail Federation estimates that online sales will surpass 10 percent of total holiday sales for the first time. The research firm predicts that online sales will surpass $11.4 billion in the first online Black Friday.

For many, Cyber Monday is a chance to save on big ticket items, such as televisions, computers, and other electronics. For others, it's a chance to score deals on gifts for friends and family. The holiday shopping season can be hectic, but with some smart planning and research, you can find great deals on the items you want.

Here are some tips for saving on Cyber Monday:

- Shop early: Most retailers release their Cyber Monday deals on Thanksgiving Day, so be ready to shop early.
- Compare prices: Check multiple websites to find the best deals. Some retailers may offer better prices or discounts on specific items.
- Use coupons: Many retailers offer exclusive coupons and deals for Cyber Monday, so be sure to check for these offers.
- Stay organized: Keep track of your shopping list and set a budget to avoid overspending.

By doing some research and planning, you can find great deals on Cyber Monday. Just remember to shop safely and securely to avoid scams and fraud. Happy shopping!